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SUMMARY

XtreemOS is a Linux-based operating system for next generation grids and clouds. XtreemOS uses an
integrated grid checkpointing service (XtreemGCP) for job migration and job fault tolerance. Jobs executed
in heterogeneous grids may run on nodes equipped with different checkpointer packages. In this paper
we present the architecture of the XtreemGCP service integrating existing checkpointer packages by an
uniform checkpointer interface (UCI). We discuss the details of the architecture and the gaps to be translated
by the UCI to address different checkpointer packages. Furthermore, we have also developed a generic
channel checkpointer component allowing to checkpoint and restart reliable communication channels.
The latter is realized using channel flushing which is transparent for the applications and the underlying
checkpointer packages. It also allows using single node checkpointers for distributed applications. Finally,
the experimental results demonstrate the capability of the XtreemGCP service to efficiently integrate
different checkpointer packages and that the generic channel checkpointer is scalable regarding the number
of connections.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Grid toolkits like for example Globus [33] have become very popular for managing large scale
distributed environments. Grids enable secure and efficient sharing and aggregation of resources
across administrative domains spawning hundred of thousands of nodes and thousands of users.

The work presented in this paper has been funded by the European Commission within the
XtreemOS project which aims at providing a Linux-based operating system (OS) for next generation
grids. XtreemOS provides a sound base for simplifying the implementation of higher-level Grid
services because they can rely on important native distributed OS services, e.g. security, resource,
and process management [6]. Although cloud computing [35] is seen as the successor of grid
computing many challenges remain the same, and how XtreemOS can be used in the context of
cloud computing is described here [36].

Grids and clouds can be used to execute different types of applications including long running
scientific programs, e.g. weather prediction, climate simulation, particle system simulation, etc.
Because these long running applications use many resources they are vulnerable to failures. Fault
tolerance can be achieved for many programs, in particular scientific applications, using a rollback-
recovery strategy. The basic idea is to save periodically the application state in stable storage. In
case of a failure the application can be restarted from the last consistent checkpoint thus not falling
back to the inial state and not losing hours or days of computation. Checkpointing and restart are
also essential for application suspension and migration, both necessary for dynamic scheduling used
for optimizing global resource usage.

In this paper we propose a grid checkpointing service (XtreemGCP) for sequential, parallel, and
distributed applications running in the XtreemOS system. Applications are called jobs and each job
has a global unique job ID. A job is potentially composed of many job units and each job unit is a set
of processes on one grid node. Finally, one process may consist of multiple threads. Furthermore,
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in XtreemOS a grid node may be a single PC, a LinuxSSI cluster, or a mobile device. LinuxSSI
is an extension of the Linux-based Kerrighed Single System Image (SSI) operating system [34].
It provides the illusion of one single powerful grid node for a SSI cluster. Because of resource
constraints mobile XtreemOS nodes act only as clients.

Checkpointing protocols and implementations have been studied in many publications during the
last three decades. This work can be classified into two categories: non-distributed and distributed
solutions. The first focuses on the proper extraction of local resources, e.g. process information, files,
signals, message queues, shared memory segments, etc., and their recovery. These checkpointer
solutions come with different capabilities regarding the resources they can handle, see Section
2. Checkpointers for distributed systems face additional challenges, namely to checkpoint the
distributed state of a job. This requires checkpointing of all job units on all grid nodes. Without
further mechanisms a set of checkpoints may be inconsistent caused by job units accessing shared
resources or messages in transit that have not been checkpointed.

These challenges have been addressed in literature by many checkpointing protocols [5] that
can be categorized into coordinated checkpointing and independent checkpointing protocols.
The latter may be combined with different message logging protocols. Most of these protocols
have been proposed in theory but only a small subset has been implemented and is used in
practice. For general applications most checkpointers provide only coordinated checkpointing. More
sophisticated independent checkpointing protocols have been implemented for MPI applications
[38].

Because of the inherent heterogeinity of grids and the fact that there is no ultimative checkpointer
package we propose to integrate existing checkpointer packages within XtreemGCP. By making
these checkpointer packages interoperable we can provide fault tolerance in heterogenous
distributed environments while at the same time maximizing global resource usage.

The contributions of this paper are: the architecture and evaluation of a checkpointing service
for heterogeneous distributed environments supporting different checkpointing protocols including
application-level optimizations/checkpointing; the transparent integration of existing checkpointer
packages by introducing a uniform checkpointer interface; and the generic mechanism to
transparently checkpoint and restart reliable communication channels.

The generic channel flushing component drains communication channels during checkpoint
operation [4]. Furthermore, it allows executing job units of a job on grid nodes equipped different
checkpointer packages including distributed and non-distributed solutions.

This paper differs from previous related publications by a much more detailed description
and discussion of the XtreemGCP architecture, its components, and in particular the uniform
checkpointer interface. Futhermore, all measurements presented in this paper have not been
published before.

We believe that the results presented in this paper can help future works designing and
implementing checkpointing solutions for large heterogeneous distributed environments such as
grids or federated clouds.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes heterogeneity aspects of existing
checkpointer packages and presents the architecture of XtreemGCP in detail. In the following
section 3 we discuss issues related to checkpointing job units followed by Section 4 detailing the
uniform checkpointer interface. In Section 5 we explain how we checkpoint reliable communication
channels. And in Section 6 we discuss experiments and evaluation results. Finally, we discuss related
work in Section 7 followed by the conclusions and future work in Section 8.

2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE XTREEMOS GRID CHECKPOINTING SERVICE

Checkpoint/restart is of major importance in XtreemOS and for any other distributed infrastructure
system. It is used for dynamic scheduling (job migration and job suspension), fault tolerance, and
debugging (allowing to run applications in the past).

The XtreemOS grid checkpointing service (XtreemGCP) implementation is integrated into the
XtreemOS application execution management (AEM). The relevant components for XtreemGCP
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are the job, execution, and resource manager. Job managers handle job submission, execution, and
termination. Each job is managed by one job manager which is replicated for fault tolerance. A
job directory service stores the list of active jobs and the location of their associated job managers.
Execution managers running on grid nodes are controlling and managing job units according to
requests of their job managers. Resource managers provide resource matching mechanisms. More
details about AEM can be found here [32].

Furthermore, XtreemOS offers a grid file system called XtreemFS [23], providing location
transparent file access (including replication and striping). XtreemGCP is designed to use XtreemFS
a reliable storage for checkpoint files.

As mentioned in the introduction there is a long history of checkpointing packages but there is no
ultimative solution. Therefore, XtreemGCP aims at integrating existing checkpointer packages.

Before we start discussing the XtreemGCP architecture in detail we first present heterogeinity
aspects of selected checkpointer packages.

2.1. Heterogeneity of existing checkpointer packages

Library-based checkpointers are implemented in user mode within a shared library, e.g. MTCP [39].
Applications need to be linked against a checkpointer library. These checkpointers are built upon
standard system interfaces, e.g. POSIX, and are therewith portable to different UNIX OS. But they
have not access to all kernel structures and cannot handle all resources. Typically, restart is done
with a separate process inheriting rebuilt resources to its child processes.

Kernel-level checkpointers are implemented at kernel level of an OS. This can be kernel modules
or fully integrated solutions, e.g. the Linux-native checkpointer (still in development). Kernel-level
implementations are more powerful than library-based solutions as they can access almost all kernel
data structures. However, they are customized for a specific kernel and need to be adapted when
ported to other UNIX kernels or new kernel versions.

Hybrid checkpointers are implemented at user and kernel level. The library provides the interface
for applications and often offers callbacks for application-level optimizations, see 2.7. A prominent
example of a hybrid checkpointer is BLCR [11].

Application-level checkpointers are implemented within the application itself [12]. While this is
the most efficient approach, it requires to reason about checkpointing and restart functionality in
each application which can be complex and error prone. Application-level checkpointing interfaces
have also been proposed by the OGF [29].

Virtualization-based checkpointers cover virtual machines (VMs) and light-weight virtualization
technologies such as OpenVZ [37]. VMs offer a suspend and resume functionality which are
similar to checkpoint and restart operations. When a VM is suspended all its resources are saved
which is an expensive operation because it includes saving all applications, all daemons, and all
files. As a consequence this may result in very large checkpoint images files containing many
useless information. Incremental checkpointing for VMs has been proposed to reduce the overhead
[25] but still it less efficient than using on of the existing sophisticated checkpointer packages.
Furtermore, VM-based virtualization introduces an execution overhead [16] which is not always
acceptable. Therefore, XtreemGCP prefers lightweight virtualization and has been tested with
OpenVZ containers, see Section 3. But XtreemGCP can also integrate VM-based checkpointing.

Distributed checkpointers are typically built upon existing single node checkpointers and support
different checkpointing protocols. Examples are ZapC [40], LinuxSSI [9], and Meta Cluster [41] all
implementing coordinated checkpointing for clusters. More sophistacted checkpointing protocols
have been implemented for MPI frameworks [38]. Although MPI frameworks can be integrated
within XtreemGCP we do not discuss these topics in this paper as we focus on transparent
checkpointing for generic distributed applications using TCP-based communication.

Table I gives an overview of capabilitiy differences between selected checkpointer packages. The
main differences are related to checkpointing of resources and process addressing. Process trees are
supported by most checkpointer packages but are not sufficient, see Section 3. Process groups and
container technologies are not provided by all checkpointers and if supported they have different
semantics. Furthermore, some of the checkpointers support distributed checkpointing whereas
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capabilities BLCR MTCP LinuxSSI OpenVZ ZapC MC1

multithreading X X X X X X
signal X X X X X X

process tree X X X2 X X X
process groups X X3 X X X

sessions X - X X X

container - - cgroups 4 OpenVZ pods virtual
container bubble

regular files planned - - X

special files /dev/null - X
/dev/zero

mmap X X X X X X

sockets - X - X5 X X
pipes X X X X X X

semaphores - - X X
shared memory - X X X X X
message queues - - nein

callbacks X - X6 - - X
incremental cp - - X - - -
distributed cp - - coord. cp - coord. cp coord. cp

1) Meta-Cluster.
2) Process tree must be encapsulated in a separate session.
3) Process group must be encapsulated in a separate session.
4) Currently, only the freezer sub system is supported.
5) Basing on TCP retransmission.
6) Critical regions are not supported.

Table I. Checkpointer package cababilities
(’X’: supported, ’-’: not supported, ’ ’: unknown)

others “only” checkpoint and restore socket descriptors, not taking care of messages in transit,
see Section 5. Finally, almost all checkpointer packages do not support independent checkpointing
protocols for generic applications.

2.2. XtreemGCP architecture overview

The XtreemOS grid checkpointing service has a layered architecture, see Figure 1. The XtreemGCP
components and their interactions are explained in the context of checkpointing and restarting grid
jobs either for job migration or job fault tolerance.

In general, a job checkpointer instruments underlying job-unit checkpointers to take job-unit
snapshots or to recreate job units. A uniform checkpointer interface integrates different checkpointer
packages and allows job-unit checkpointers to transparently address different checkpointer
packages. The architecture requires various monitors to determine what kind of fault tolerance
action must be executed and which components are involved. The distributed channel manager
supports checkpointing of TCP communication channels, see Section 5.

Job Checkpointer: At the grid level, a job checkpointer (JCP) manages checkpoint/restart for one
job executing on one or many nodes. The JCP is controlling checkpointing operations for a job and is
located on the same node as the corresponding job manager. Checkpointing may be requested by the
user (from the console), the application (by a library function call), by the load balancer (to suspend
or migrate job units) or by the fault tolerance component (periodically requesting checkpoints,
depending on parameters defined during job submission or according to an adaptive checkpointing
strategy).

The job checkpointer takes checkpoint-protocol-specific roles, e.g. it acts as coordinator in
coordinated checkpointing and calculates the recovery line in independent checkpointing [28].

Furthermore, it detects inter-job dependencies occuring if two or more jobs communicate via
network connections or use shared resources, e.g. shared files. In case of such dependencies one
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Figure 1. XtreemOS Grid Checkpointing Service Architecture

of the affected job checkpointers becomes the so-called super checkpointer and coordinates the
involved job checkpointers during job checkpoint and restart. The JCP is supported by resource
monitors and the distributed channel manager to realize dependency tracking. Virtual nodes [26]
are used to make JCPs and job managers highly available via service replication.

Job-unit checkpointer: There is one job-unit checkpointer (JUCP) for each job unit of a job
executing processes on a node. It acts upon requests of the JCP, e.g. in case of coordinated
checkpointing or a restart. If an independent checkpointing strategy was defined during job
submission the JUCP independently decides when to checkpoint a job unit (there can be a predefined
checkpoint time interval but there is no coordination during checkpoint operation). The restart is
coordinated by the JCP and when using independent checkpointing it requires to calculate a recovery
line based on recorded dependency information. JCPs also save job-unit meta data required for job-
unit restart. Furthermore, a JUCP accesses a underlying checkpointer package through the uniform
checkpointer interface (UCI).

Uniform checkpointer interface: The uniform checkpointer interface (UCI) allows to abstract
from individual semantics of different checkpointer packages. More precisely, checkpointers have
different function signatures, vary in their different checkpoint / restart capabilities, process
grouping techniques and virtualization support. In order to allow a uniform access to these
checkpointers, the UCI is implemented for each checkpointer package through a translation library.
The latter is dynamically loaded when functions of the translation libray are called for the first time
by the JUCP. More UCI details are presented in Section 4.

Checkpointer packages: A checkpointer package is the low-level component of the XtreemGCP
architecture. This may be a user-level library, a kernel module, or a virtualization technology. In case
of a checkpoint operation it takes a process group snapshot storing process memory and resources
in a native checkpoint file. In case of a restart request it restores processes including their resources
from a checkpoint image file.

XtreemOS jobs and their requirements are described in an extended JSDL file used to find
appropriate resource nodes [27]. Checkpointer requirements, e.g. capabilities to checkpoint specific
resources, can optionally be specified in the JSDL-file extension too, which are included in the
resource node selection process. This is also important in case of job migration because native
checkpoint images are not portable among different checkpointer packages.

Generic Channel Checkpointer: In order to migrate job units (either because of load-balancing
reasons or permanent node failures), interconnected via communication channels, information such
as the new destination IP addresses must be available for a successful reconnection. Checkpointer
packages designed for single node setups cannot provide this information without modifying
these implementations. As we prefer to avoid or at least keep checkpointer package modifications
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at a minimum, we have developed a generic channel checkpointer handling meta data of all
communication channels of grid jobs. These information is needed during restart to restore
connections. The generic channel flushing approach is explained in Section 5.

FT-Monitors: Monitoring information are used to decide when to take a checkpoint or to
restart a job. A heart-beat protocol is used to determine job-unit failures which are reported
to the JCP service. Furthermore, fault frequency and node reliability is monitored in order to
adapt checkpointing parameters, e.g. checkpointing frequency may be adapted or the even the
checkpointing strategy may be changed dynamically.

Another important monitor is in charge of job dependency tracking. Files, shared memory
segments, message queues etc. may be shared by processes of multiple jobs. Depending on the
checkpointing consistency requirements these inter-job dependencies need to be reported to the JCP
in order to checkpoint all dependent jobs.

Finally, XtreemGCP also includes a monitor gathering information about the job-unit write
patterns. This is used to switch between full and incremental checkpointing [3].

Application Programming Interfaces: XtreemGCP offers an interface for the grid job
management and an API for applications and users. The API for the grid system is integrated within
AEM and the one for applications is available through a shared library. The user commands are
provided through the XtreemOS console.

2.3. Checkpoint file management

Checkpoint files need to be replicated and stored in distributed file system. As mentioned before
XtreemFS provides the necessary properties but any other distributed file system can be used, too.

There are three different types of checkpoint files:

• native checkpoint file: containing process states saved by the checkpointer package. The
format of this file depends on the used checkpointer package and is typically not portable.

• job-unit checkpoint file: storing job-unit meta-data saved by the JUCP. This XML file stores:
hardware, operating system and checkpointer package information, the version number of this
job-unit checkpoint, and also used resource IDs to be checked before a restart, see Section 3.4
and Appendix 4.

• job checkpoint file: storing job meta-data saved by the JCP. This XML file contains: the
checkpoint version number, the job-unit ID together with its IP address and the job-
unit checkpoint version. Job-unit checkpoint version numbers may be different from job
checkpoint version numbers when an independent checkpointing protocol is used. In case
of coordinated checkpointing these version numbers are in sync. An example file is shown in
Appendix 5. The JCP relies on this meta-data during restart, e.g. for re-allocating resources
valid before checkpointing, using the appropriate checkpointer package and for correctly
addressing checkpoint images.

Native checkpoint files can get very large thus consuming many storage resources. Therefore,
the JCP implements a garbage collection deleting checkpoint files not needed anymore. But
the garbage collection must respect constraints caused by dependencies when using incremental
and independent checkpointing. For the latter the garbage collector can use the recovery line
computation to retrieve a set of consistent checkpoints in order to detect garbage, see Section 2.5.

When checkpointing is used to migrate or to suspend a job, job-unit checkpoint images are
removed immediately after the job has been restarted. In these cases, the disk space needed to
store the checkpoints must be provided by the grid system. In addition XtreemOS allows the user to
define how many checkpoints to keep. However, the user has to provide the necessary disk space. If
his quota is exhausted old checkpoints will be deleted.

2.4. Coordinated checkpointing

A coordinated checkpointing protocol is mandatory for implementing job migration and job
suspension but can also be used for fault tolerance. Here the JCP takes the role of a coordinator
for its job. Upon receiving the job checkpoint signal the JCP requests all involved JUCPs to load the
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appropriate translation library of the associated checkpointer package capable to checkpoint the job
unit, if not loaded yet.

Then the JCP instructs the JUCPs to enter the stop phase. The first step here is executing all
registered pre-checkpoint callbacks, e.g. draining communication channels, notifying the user of an
interactive application to be temporarily unavailable etc., see Section 2.7. Afterwards each job-unit
process is stopped and an acknowledgement is sent by each JUCPs to the JCP.

When the JCP has received acknowledgments from all JUCPs, it triggers the checkpoint phase.
Here each JUCP saves job-unit checkpoint meta-data in the job-unit checkpoint file, see Section 2.3.
Then it requests its checkpointer package to checkpoint all processes belonging to the job unit and
saving the images in a native checkpoint file. Afterwards post-checkpoint callbacks are processed
followed by the resume phase resuming all processes of the job unit. Finally, the JCP appends the
job-level grid meta-data in the job checkpoint file of the checkpointed job.

A restart begins with the rebuild phase. Here the JCP parses the job checkpoint file to find relevant
job-unit checkpoint files. Together with the resource selection manager appropriate resource nodes
are searched. Because of locality old nodes are preferred, if they have not crashed permanently.
Otherwise new nodes need to be found, depending on checkpointer constraints (specified in the
job-unit checkpoint files), with fitting checkpointer packages.

When grid nodes have been selected all JUCPs are requested to rebuild job units through the
underlying checkpointer packages. After all job units have been restored, each JUCP enters the
resume phase. Here any potential restart callbacks are processed first and afterwards all job units
resume with normal execution.

2.5. Independent checkpointing

Here the coordination overhead of coordinated checkointing is avoided by allowing JUCPs to take
checkpoints independently. Depending on the checkpointing parameters checkpointing takes place
on each node at approximately the same time but without coordinating all involved job units.
In addition checkpointing frequency can be different for the involved nodes depending on the
failure patterns of individual nodes. Before a JUCP requests its underlying checkpointer package
to checkpoint a job unit it first writes grid meta-data in the job-unit checkpoint file, then processes
any registered pre-checkpoint callbacks, followed by the native checkpoint operation. After the latter
finishes any registered post-checkpoint callbacks are processed, see Section 2.7.

While independent checkpointing saves the coordination time during checkpointing operation
it needs to compute a consistent set of checkpoints at restart time (not required for coordinated
checkpoints where all last checkpoints form a global consistent checkpoint). Finding a consistent
set of checkpoints is performed by a recovery line computation using a rollback-propagation
algorithm on a checkpoint graph [28]. Therefore dependencies between checkpoints are monitored
during failure-free execution. The involved JUCPs are in charge of sending collected dependency
information to the JCP which analyzes it. Before a restart the JCP tries to find a globally consistent
checkpoint. If such a checkpoint is found the JCP instructs all JUCPs to rollback to a specific
checkpoint. If no globally consistent checkpoint can be found the job may have to be restarted from
the initial state. This is known as the domino effect, which can be avoided by introducing message
logging. More details about the integration of an independent checkpointing implementation in
XtreemGCP is described in [24].

2.6. Application-level checkpointing

In application-level checkpointing, the application itself executes the checkpoint and recovery
functions [29]. Here the checkpointing code is embedded in the application, written by the
programmer. This approach allows to minimize the amount of state to be saved in a checkpoint.
However checkpointing must be carefully written for each application. Obviously, this is a tradeoff
between transpareny and efficiency. As it depends on the application needs XtreemGCP supports
both transparent and application-level checkpointing. The latter is realized by using callbacks, see
Section 2.7 together with not using a low-level checkpointer package (specified in the JSDL-file
extension during job submission). Thus the application can register functions to be called when
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a checkpoint or a restart needs to performed and take the application-specific actions. Here no
checkpoint files are created by XtreemGCP but the application itself handles checkpoint files.

2.7. Callbacks

Callbacks are optional functions called before and after a checkpoint, and immediately after a restart.
Callback management is important for XtreemGCP for:

• application-specific optimizations and extensions. The application may for example close a
large file or a database in order to avoid unnecessary checkpointing of such large resources.
In addition an application can also handle specific resources that are not handled by the
checkpointer thus extending the capabilities or checkpointer packages. In both situations
transparency is traded against checkpointing efficiency. As mentioned before the callback
mechanism is also used to provide pure application-level checkpointing if no underlying
checkpointer package should be used.

• generic checkpointer extensions. The generic channel checkpointer of XtreemGCP is built
upon callbacks allowing to use single node checkpointers or heteregenous checkpointers
within one job consisting of multiple job units. It can also be used for example to provide
generic file checkpointing because not all checkpointers support checkpointing files. It is
important to note that these generic checkpointer extensions are implemented only once and
can be applied for different checkpointer packages.

Before callbacks can be executed they must be registered. For application-specific optimizations
this is the task of the application. For generic checkpointer extensions this is done transparently
by intercepting the UNIX fork system call for the first job-unit process and all its subsequent
children processes. Intercepting the fork call is realized by library interposition [30]. In UNIX the
LD PRELOAD environment variable containing all paths of shared libraries can be adjusted to first
load a wrapper library which then loads the library to be intercepted. The wrapper library exports
the same functions with the same signature as the original library and passes all calls to the original
library. This allows to register callbacks when new processes are created by a fork call of a process
belonging to a job unit. For the first process of a job unit this is done by the job management. We
prefer library interposition because it avoids kernel patches while being transparent for applications.

2.8. Security aspects

Only authorized users are allowed checkpointing and restarting jobs. XtreemGCP relies on the
XtreemOS security services to authenticate and authorize users. Checkpoint/restart can conflict with
changed permissions or code updates etc. For example, a library that was used by the job, and that
was checkpointed with the job, might have been updated to correct a security hole. Another example
is that a job owner might have lost permissions and is not allowed anymore to access a file the job
was using before restart.

We cannot detail all possible cases here, but the general rule XtreemGCP follows is that
transparency comes after security. Thus a job restart can fail because of security reasons.

3. CHECKPOINTING AND RESTARTING JOB UNITS

Each JUCP is responsible to checkpoint and restart a single job-unit of a job. The basic checkpointer
packages however address processes at the OS level, typically by using process grouping or
container techniques. Process grouping denotes a collection of one or more processes used for
simplifying job control in UNIX-based OS [31] whereas containers also group processes providing
a generic abstraction for isolating process groups and resources in a system. This allows better
resource exploitation and performance, see [22]. Containers are predominantly based on light-
weight virtualization compared to solutions such as VMWare and XEN [14].

Obviously, a mapping between a job-unit and a checkpointer-specific process group / container
addressing type is needed in order to checkpoint the correct list of processes, see [18]. Unfortunately,
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there is no single technique supported by all checkpointer packages. In the following text we will
briefly describe process group and container concepts that are supported by XtreemGCP.

3.1. Addressing process groups

Basically, UNIX processes are arranged in a process tree, based on parent relationships. The leader
of a tree is called root process. Unfortunately, the root process cannot be used for addressing a
process group for checkpointing. If this process fails all its direct children are reparented to the init
process (PID 1) of the system. Thus init can be the parent of any reparented processes including
those of different jobs.

UNIX operating systems implement process groups for grouping processes and simplifying job
control by allowing to send signals to a group of processes by a UNIX process group ID. If the leader
process of this process group fails, the other processes of this group can still be addressed using the
UNIX process group ID, although direct children of the failed leader process are reparented to init.

Another UNIX process grouping concept is a UNIX session group containing at least one UNIX
process group. If the leader of a session group fails, the processes of the group can still be referenced
using the UNIX Session ID or also the UNIX process group ID (see above).

Recently Linux kernels implement so called control groups also named cgroups, to simplify
process control, see [21] and [20]. Subsystems can be applied to cgroups e.g. to simplify resource
management and to realize light-weight virtualization. Namespaces applied to a cgroup can be used
to isolate processes groups on one node. This also allows to address a group of processes by a cgroup
ID and avoids resource conflicts during restart, see Section 3.4.

XtreemGCP also supports LinuxSSI clusters appearing as one single powerful grid node. Each
SSI node runs one job unit of a job. In contrast to simple grid nodes the processes of a job unit
exectuted on an SSI cluster may run on different SSI nodes. LinuxSSI has a custom grouping
technique using an application ID to address processes belonging to one job unit potentially
scattered over a SSI cluster. The LinuxSSI checkpointer package uses this application ID to
checkpoint a SSI job unit, see [8].

Another widely used container technique that can also be used to address a group of processes
are OpenVZ containers [37]. They implement light-weight virtualization by providing a system
container consisting of a template with system processes, libraries and scripts. Such an isolated
system environment can be paused, checkpointed and restarted through a container ID, and also
avoids resource conflicts during restart, see Section 3.4.

3.2. Process group specific preparations during job initialization

As described in Section 2 checkpointing requirements of a job are matched during resource
selection. When the resource manager has found grid nodes with appropriate checkpointer packages
the job manager asks the job checkpointer about process group and container semantics. Depending
on the latter different preperation steps are performed by the job manager. E.g. after the first job-unit
process has been created using fork, setsid for a UNIX session group or setpgid for a UNIX process
group are called before the child address space is replaced by the real job-unit application using
exec*.

If a cgroup is used the initial cgroup of the system must already exist. Therefore, the first process
of a job unit must be moved to the newly created job-unit cgroup directly after its creation. When
cgroups are used, an appropriate container is created per job unit during job initialization.

In addition to the application ID used to address process groups in LinuxSSI (see above), only
processes marked by a CHECKPOINTABLE flag are checkpointed by the LinuxSSI checkpointer
package. Thus this flag must be set by XtreemGCP for the first process of each job unit. All child
processes inherit this flag automatically.

For OpenVZ a container is created during startup of each job unit. Furthermore, a server process
for process event monitoring needs to be started for each container, too (see below).
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3.3. Process event monitoring

As mentioned before checkpointer packages use process group IDs to reference a group of processes
to be checkpointed or restarted. Nevertheless, an up to date list of processes belonging to a job unit is
needed for the job management but also for some checkpointer packages. Some of the latter do not
automatically stop all processes and threads before checkpointing. Therefore, XtreemGCP needs to
maintain this process list at least for coordinated checkpointing.

In order to always have an up to date process list of a job unit XtreemGCP monitors process
events, e.g. process creation and termination, using Linux process event connectors (PECs), see
[19]. The latter allows monitoring events in user mode in an application-transparent way.

3.4. Avoiding resource conflicts during restart

Resource conflicts can occur during restart of job units. We illustrate such a conflict using the
example of process IDs. If a job unit is restarted from a checkpoint file all contained processes
are restarted using their old PIDs (stored in the checkpoint file). Obviously, these PIDs could be in
use by other processes belonging to other jobs causing a PID conflict and thus a failure of the restart.
Such resource conflicts can occur in the context of job-unit migration either because of permantent
node failures or load balancing decisions both requiring to restart a job unit on another grid node.
But resource conflicts can also occur if job units are restarted on the same grid node as executed
before, e.g. after a process crashed. During such a process crash and the restart other job units may
create new processes getting PIDs of the job unit to be restarted.

Resource conflicts are not limited to PIDs but can also occur with other resource identifiers,
e.g. for resources like semaphore variables, message queues, shared memory segments etc. These
resource identifiers are stored in the job-unit checkpoint file and are checked during restart see also
Section 2.3 and Appendix 4.

Although resource IDs are checked before restarting a job unit they might get reserved by other
processes shortly before the restart has finished and the restart might fail. Of course we could prevent
resource creation by blocking relevant system calls but we prefer to migrate job units to other nodes
in case of restart failures.

Because migration is an expensive resource conflict resolution we prefer resource conflict
prevention by using light-weight virtualization technology. XtreemGCP uses either namespaces
associated with croups, if the underlying checkpointer package supports cgroup addressing like
for example BLCR. In this case AEM uses one cgroup per job unit. If the underlying checkpointer
package uses a container technology, e.g. OpenVZ, AEM associates one container per job unit.

4. UNIFORM CHECKPOINTER INTERFACE

The uniform checkpointer interface (UCI) has a central role in XtreemGCP. It translates semantics
from the grid level to the checkpointer package and Linux OS level and vice versa. Security is
enforced by the upper layers and UCI functions are expected to be called with the correct user IDs,
see also Section 2. Before we present the UCI interface in detail we discuss the requirements.

4.1. Requirements

The UCI is influenced by functional requirements of job and resource management and applications
but also by the integration of heterogeneous checkpointer packages coming with different
capabilities.

Job and resource management requirements:

• Job fault tolerance: Obviously, the basic functions required for fault tolerance must allow
to checkpoint and restart a job composed of multiple job units. Furthermore, the UCI must
provide functions allowing to select different checkpointing parameters, e.g. checkpointing
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frequency, and also different checkpointing protocols. The replication level of checkpoint
image files must also be configurable.

• Resource selection: As mentioned in Section 2, applications can optionally request specific
checkpointer capabilities during job submission, e.g. checkpointing of sockets. These
requested capabilities need to be respected by the resource selection processes during job
submission and job migration. The latter is triggered by the load balancer or fault tolerance
monitor, if permanent node failures are detected. Therefore, the UCI must provide a function
that allows querying checkpointer package capabilities.

• Job migration: Job migration checkpoints a job unit on a source node and restarts it on a
destination node. Because native checkpointer images are not portable job units can only be
migrated to nodes equipped with the same checkpointer package as used on the source node.
Furthermore, a coordinated checkpointing protocol is mandatory.

• Garbage collection: Checkpoint files can consume considerable storage and older files are
therefore deleted by a garbage collector, see Section 2.3. Thus the UCI must provide functions
allowing to determine checkpoint file dependencies.

Application requirements:

• Basic functionality: Applications require basic functions for checkpointing and restarting a
job or job units. This allows applications for example to force a checkpoint after an important
step or to enforce a restart when an undefined state has been detected by the application itself.

• Optimizations/extensions: Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2 application-specific
checkpointing optimizations and extensions must be supported, too. Therefore, the UCI needs
to provide a generic interface allowing to register application callbacks.

Requirements resulting from the integration of heterogeneous checkpointer packages:

• Coordinated checkpointing: When using this strategy heterogeneous checkpointers must be
coordinated to avoid inconsistencies related to shared resource, e.g. files. This requires to stop
all processes before a global checkpoint is processed and to rebuild all processes before a
restart is performed.

• Independent checkpointing: Inter-process dependency information must be recorded for the
recovery line computation. Optionally non-deterministic events (network messages) need to
be recorded too in order to support independent checkpointing with message logging.

• Shared resources: Need to be identified for recording inter-process dependencies (see
above) and need special care to avoid lost data. For example in-transit messages of reliable
communication channels or open shared files which have not been written back to disk must
be avoided. Because of heterogeneous checkpointer packages we need a generic approach for
handling shared resources at a higher level.

4.2. Translation dimensions

The requirements described in 4.1 reveal vertical semantic differences (checkpointer:JUCP) and
horizontal ones (checkpointer:checkpointer). Both types must be resolved by the UCI and its
implementation.

Grid-semantics and native OS semantics (vertical): As described in Section 3 the native OS
manages processes that can be grouped using different processing grouping techniques whereas the
grid layer uses jobs and job units. It is mandatory to checkpoint and restart exactly all processes of
a job unit, not less and not more. Thus a correct translation from a job ID to a proces grouping ID is
needed.

Checkpointer calling semantics (vertical): Each JUCP function must be mapped to the
checkpointing protocol specific entry point of an individual checkpointer package to start a basic
operation like stop, checkpoint, resume, and rebuild.

Callbacks (vertical): A generic callback interface is provided translating to checkpointer-specific
callback-registration functions. If the underlying checkpointer package does not support callbacks
a generic implementation is used.
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Function Description
Administrative functions
checkpointer registration register a checkpointer package and report its capabilities
checkpointer deregistration deregister a checkpointer package
callback registration register a callback for one or several phases
callback deregistration deregister a callback for one or several phases
get imagefile dependencies return image file dependencies
Coordinated checkpointing
ccp stop jobunit stop job units and process pre-checkpoint callbacks
ccp checkpoint jobunit checkpoint a job unit without resuming it
ccp continue jobunit continue job unit and process post-checkpoint callbacks
ccp rebuild jobunit rebuild a job unit from a coordinated checkpoint
ccp resume jobunit resume a rebuilt job unit and process restart callbacks
Independent checkpointing
icp record dependencies turn on/off process dependency and event tracking
icp get dependencies get recorded process dependencies and events
icp message logging turn on/off message logging
icp checkpoint jobunit checkpoint a job unit and process callbacks
icp restart jobunit restart a job unit and process callbacks

Table II. Functions of the Uniform Checkpointer Interface

Checkpointer cooperations (horizontal): As mentioned above shared resources need special care,
especially if heterogeneous checkpointer packages are used. Semantic differences between different
checkpointers need to be handled to enable correct cooperation for handling shared resources.

4.3. Functions of the Uniform Checkpointer Interface

After UCI requirements and translation dimensions have been discussed, we present now the
functions of the UCI using pseudo code. All functions return zero for success or a negative error
code. Below we always include all potential threads when refering to a process.

Table II gives an overview of the functions.

Administrative functions:

• register checkpointer(out struct *capability catalogue): This function must be called before a
checkpointer package can be used by XtreemGCP. This function is called during startup of the
grid runtime or when a translation library is dynamically loaded. The call is used to initialize
a checkpointer package and also for retrieving capabilities of installed checkpointer packages
(returned in the parameter capability catalogue). The latter is necessary for resource selection
and also for correct process group addressing. capability catalogue also includes the name
and of version the checkpointer package, see Appendix 1.

• deregister checkpointer(in struct *capability catalogue): Deregistration of the checkpointer
package specified by *capability catalogue. Typically, called if a checkpointer package is
uninstalled. For more details regarding capability catalogue, see Appendix 1.

• register callback(in when, in *func, in *args, in ctx): Registration of the callback function
address *func with optional arguments *args to be executed during pre- or post-checkpoint
phase or during a restart (phases defined in parameter when). Callbacks can be executed within
the calling thread context or signal context (defined by paraemter ctx).

• deregister callback(in *func, in when): Deregistration of the callback function *func for the
phases defined in when. Deregistration must be called by the same thread that has registered
this callback.
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• get imagefile dependencies(out *dependencies): This function returns potential dependencies
between checkpoint image files, e.g. caused by incremental checkpointing. These
dependencies (returned as a chained list in the parameter dependencies) are necessary
for the checkpoint garbage collector to prevent the removal of older but necessary checkpoint
files, see Section 2.3.

Functions for coordinated checkpointing

• ccp stop jobunit(in struct *process addr): First this function processes any callbacks
registered for the pre-checkpoint phase of the processes/threads of the job unit referenced
in *process addr, see Appendix 3. After having processed all callbacks, all processes/threads
of the referenced job unit are stopped. Processes are addresses either by a process group id
or a container id. The translib knows whether container or process group addressing must be
used. The job manager executes ccp stop jobunit for all job units of a job realizing a global
coordination for a job.

• ccp checkpoint jobunit(in struct *process addr, in incremental, in state, in *path, in
*cp version, in replevel): Executes checkpointing for all processes of a job unit. This function
calls the underlying checkpointer package to save all process states on disk. *process addr is
used for addressing all relevant processes, see also ccp stop jobunit. Furthermore, incremental
allows to request incremental or full checkpointing, state what contents need to be saved
(executable and library images, special and regular files), path where to save the checkpoint
files, cp version the checkpointer package version, and finally the replication level of the
checkpoint file in replevel.

• ccp continue jobunit(in struct *process addr) : Continues a job unit that has been stopped and
checkpointed. Adressing of processes is done using in struct *process addr, see also function
ccp stop jobunit. Registered post-checkpoint callbacks are processed first. The job manager
calls this function for each job unit after all ccp checkpoint jobunit calls have finished on all
involved nodes. This is important to avoid inconsistencies that could occur if job units would
resume automatically after their checkpoint operation while other job units of the same job
are still processing job-unit checkpointing.

• ccp rebuild jobunit(in *path, in *cp image version, out struct *process addr): Recreation of
a job unit from a checkpoint file (path defined in *path and checkpoint image version in
*cp image version). Returns process addressing information in struct *process addr, see also
ccp stop jobunit. The processes of the rebuilt job unit are not yet resumed.

• ccp resume jobunit(in struct *process addr): All processes of a job unit are resumed. The
processes are addressed using parameter process addr, see also ccp stop jobunit. When a
process gets the processor, restart callbacks are executed first. ccp resume is called only if all
job units of a job have been rebuilt using ccp rebuild jobunit.

Independent checkpointing functions

• icp record dependencies(in BOOL, in *path): This call starts/stops recording of process
dependencies. The latter may occur on one node or between different nodes caused by
message exchange or shared resource accesses etc. Depending on the implementation of
the checkpointer package this is done by tracking relevant systems calls in kernel or at user
level. Dependencies may be recorded in memory or in a file, path and file name specified by
paramter *path. [24] explaines how dependency detection in XtreemGCP works. Basically,
network function wrappers are injected into the application allowing transparent dependency
recording.

• icp get dependencies(out *dependencies): This function returns previously recorded
dependencies required for recovery line calculation.

• icp message logging(in on, in *logfile): This call starts/stops message logging. Messages
are stored in a log file, path and file name is provided in parameter *logfile. Note, while
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icp record dependencies records only dependencies, this function saves the content of
messages, to be used for single node recovery, see also icp restart jobunit.

• icp checkpoint jobunit(in struct *process addr): First this function processes registered
pre-checkpoint callbacks, then checkpoints all processes of the job unit addressed using
the parameter process addr. Finally, registered post-checkpoint callbacks are processed.
Processes and job units are not stopped before checkpointing. More information on
parameters process addr can be found in function ccp stop jobunit and in Appendix 3.

• icp restart jobunit(in *path, in *cp image version, in *logfile, out struct *process addr): This
function restarts a job unit from a specific checkpoint file defined by the parameters *path
and cp image version. This may be the initial checkpoint in case of the domino effect. The
parameter logfile is optional and is used to recover a job unit using the provided message
log. The function returns process addressing information in parameter process addr, see also
Appendix 3.

4.4. UCI implementation aspects

For coordinated checkpointing it is necessary to split the native operations of checkpointer packages
to allow consistent checkpointing in distributed heterogeneous setups. The native checkpoint
operation needs to be splitted into a stop, checkpoint, and resume phase allowing to stop all job
units before all job units are checkpointed. The native restart operation needs to be splitted too,
into a rebuild and resume phase allowing to rebuild all job units before all job units are resumed.
These phase splittings require minor modifications for some checkpointer packages, e.g. for BLCR
we used message queues to control the phase steps. LinuxSSI for example already provides these
phases as native functions and can be used without modifications.

Overall these modifications are rather simple (when necessary) and the translation libraries are
compact, too. We have experiences with translation libraries for following checkpointer packages:
BLCR, DMTCP, OpenVZ, and LinuxSSI checkpointer.

5. CHECKPOINTING COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

5.1. Requirements

Checkpointing a distributed job does not only require to save the process states of all involved nodes
but also to handle in-transit messages. Otherwise a set of checkpoints can be inconsistent resulting
in orphan and lost messages during restart.

Orphan messages occur if the receive event of a message is part of the receiver side checkpoint
but the message send event is not part of the sender side checkpoint, see figure 2. In case of a restart
the sender will send this message again resulting in message duplication at the receiver potentially
leading to an inconsistent state.

Lost messages occur if the receive event of a message is not part of the receiver side checkpoint,
however the message send event is part of the sender side checkpoint, see figure 3. During restart
this message will not be sent again and the receiver may block and run into a failure situation.
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Figure 4. Generic Channel Checkpointer

Obviously, in-transit messages must be handled for reliable communication channels, e.g. TCP
connections but not for unreliable communication, e.g. UDP packets because here messages may
get lost also during fault-free execution.

When using an independent checkpointing protocol, lost and orphan messages are avoided by
recording dependencies that occur if a message is sent from one node to another one. The so-called
determinants are used during restart to compute a set of global consistent checkpoints [24].

In coordinated checkpointing no orphan messages occurs because all processes will be
synchronized before a global checkpoint is taken. That means, if a global checkpoint is taken at
time T, no message that is send after T+1 is received at T-1. But lost messages may occur if in-
transit messages are not saved. The latter can be avoided by flushing communication channels using
marker messages, see [15]. Two conditions must be satisfied: the communication channels must
preserve sequential order of messages, e.g. provided by TCP, and senders must be prevented from
sending new messages during checkpoint operation. Clearly, if the marker is received the channel is
empty and all in-transit messages must have been received before. Any received in-transit messages
need to be included in the checkpoint avoiding orphan messages during restart.

While this approach is straightforward we need to address another challenge arising from
the heterogeneous distributed environment. Here TCP connections between nodes equipped with
different checkpointer packages must be handled, too. Obvioulsy, different checkpointer packages
are not able to cooperate, even if designed for distributed usage. Furthermore, we also want to
support using single node checkpointers for distributed jobs. XtreemGCP addresses both challenges
by the generic channel checkpointer providing an application-transparent channel flushing facility
that also handles channel migration in case of a job-unit migration.

5.2. Generic channel checkpointer components

The Generic Channel Checkpointer (GCC) architecture and its components are shown in Figure 4.
Network system calls such as send, recv, connect, accept, listen, etc. must be controlled because

application threads must be prevented from sending and receiving messages and creating new
channels while checkpointing is in progress. But controller threads must be able to exchange GCC-
messages on application channels and on GCC control channels to execute channel flushing. Both
is realized in an application-transparent way using a library interposition technique. Furthermore,
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channel flushing must be initiated before checkpointing. This is achieved using the callback
mechanisms provided by XtreemGCP, see Section 2.7.

GCC marks TCP sockets because they need to be flushed but not UDP sockets. It also determines
the current socket usage mode, indicating whether being in receive or in send mode. The socket
usage mode may change dynamically as TCP sockets can be used in a bidirectional fashion. If a
process sends and receives messages over one TCP socket it is called to be in duplex mode.

Two control threads are created per process, the send-controller thread and the recv-controller
thread, see Figure 4. The send-controller takes over socket control of TCP channels being in send
mode. At checkpoint and restart time it gets active and initiates flushing. The recv-controller takes
control over TCP channels being in receive mode. It is passive and reacts on flushing and re-
connection (in case of job-unit migration) request from a send-controller. The distinction of send-
and recv-controllers allows to handle situations where two communicating processes are server and
client for different channels at the same time.

If a socket is shared by multiple processes on one node, the send- or recv-controller thread of
one process becomes the channel leader determined using the distributed channel manager (DCM).
More information about how shared sockets are handled is described here [4].

Furthermore, migrated sockets must be detected before a controller thread tries to initiate a
socket reconnection. Thus, each socket creation, re-creation and any other socket state changes
are registered at the distributed channel manager (DCM), see Figure 4. All controller threads are
connected to the DCM by a separate TCP control channel.

5.3. GCC Phases

GCC is executed before and after checkpointing as well as after a restart operation. In the following
text we describe the phases in more detail.

5.3.1. Pre-checkpoint phase: As mentioned before channel creation must be avoided when
checkpointing is in progress. Since there is a short time gap between pre-checkpoint callback-
execution and process synchronization of coordinated checkpointing, the possible creation of new
TCP channels must be avoided. This is realized by blocking relevant functions calls, e.g. accept and
connect until the checkpoint operation has finished.

As mentioned before the distributed channel manager is used to determine the channel leader if a
socket is shared by multiple processes otherwise this step is not necessary. Furthermore, application
threads might be in blocking state because they called send or recv functions when checkpointing is
about to start. The recv call might block for an unknown time and would thus delay the start of the
channel draining protocol also for an unknown time. We solve this situation by the controller thread
sending a SIGALRM signal to applications threads blocking on send or recv calls. Application and
controller threads can be distinguished, via the wrapper functions and thread marking, such that
just application threads will be put asleep in the signal handler routine while controller threads
proceed with channel draining. Before channel flushing can be initiated by a send controller, a recv
controller must contact the DCM to learn at what time and on which socket it is supposed to listen
for the marker. Furthermore. the recv controller also learns if it must handle more than one socket.
DCM and recv controller use a handshake to agree on which channel is to be flushed.

The send-controller being the channel-leader sends the marker. The latter is the last message
received by the remote recv-controller which is the channel leader on the receiver node. Messages
received before the marker are in-transit messages. All received in-transit messages are stored in a
channel draining buffer that is assigned to the appropriate receiving application thread. Usually, just
one thread of a process waits for messages on a socket but multiple threads can do so as well. In
the latter case the OS scheduler decides non-deterministically which thread receives the message.
Therefore, the channel checkpointing protocol can copy received messages during the resume phase
from the draining buffer into the receive buffer of the application thread that has been listening on
this socket recently. This equals a possible state during fault-free execution.

Marker recognition can be realized using different approaches. Currently, we send a special
bitmap pattern as marker message along the application channel, see figure 5. This pattern is detected
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Figure 5. Channel flushing with marker message

at the receiver side by the control thread. A more reliable approach is planned counting bytes sent
and received during normal execution allowing to securely detect the marker message.

Furthermore, we optionally need to close open sockets for checkpointer packages that cannot
handle them. This is no problem for the application threads as they are blocked and sockets will be
re-opened in the post-checkpoint phase (see below).

The final step of the pre-checkpoint phase is saving the association of socket descriptor and
channel key, needed during the post-checkpoint phase and for a restart.

5.3.2. Post-checkpoint phase Sockets are recreated if they had been closed before checkpointing or
in case of a restart. Then blocked network calls are released. All application threads that were put
asleep when trying to access a blocked function are woken up. Furthermore, any buffered in-transit
messages need to be consumed before any new messages. This is realized by copying data from the
draining buffer to application buffers when recv calls are detected.

5.3.3. Restart and channel migration The GCC restart is similar to the post-checkpoint phase of
GCC. However, both differ from the location of their execution and migration-specific requirements.
The first step here includes the release of the channel creation blockade (unblocking connect and
accept calls). Furthermore, we need to address different checkpointer (CP) capabilities:

1. CPs capable of saving, restoring and reconnecting sockets (for changed IP addresses)
2. CPs capable of saving and restoring sockets, but not supporting socket migration
3. CPs being unable to handle sockets at all

Obviously, we need to address cases 2 and 3, only. Here sockets are recreated and before a client
socket can reconnect to a server socket, it must be checked whether a migration has taken place
recently and if the server is already listening for re-connections. This task is assigned to the DCM
which receives any changed server addresses from the control threads, see section 5.2. Thus, each
client queries the DCM to learn the reconnection state.

The last step of this phase includes releasing any formerly blocked send and recv calls and waking
up application threads.

6. EVALUATION

6.1. Testbeds and experiments

Two testbeds are used for the evaluation of the XtreemGCP service. Testbed A is a private cluster
used to evaluate overhead costs of the XtreemGCP architecture and testbed B is the Grid’5000
platform used to study the scalability of the channel flushing component.
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Testbed A has 16 nodes configured as diskless clients using a start environment hosted by a
preboot execution (PXE) master node. The master node is also providing a NFS server for the
clients. The master node has an Intel Celeron CPU 420 1,6 GHz, 1 GB RAM, and a Samsung 160
GB disk (SpinPoint S166 HD161HJ) with 8 MB cache with a maximum transfer rate of 300 MB/s.
Each client has two Opteron processors 244 1,8 GHz (single core) and 2 GB of RAM. The master
node and clients are interconnected via a switched Gigabit Ethernet network.

Testbed B is the Grid5000 [1] platform consisting of several clusters. For our experiments we
used clusters in Lille, Bordeaux and Lyon interconnected via a 10 Gbit/s dark fibre infrastructure.

6.2. Overhead evaluation

First we evaluate the general overhead costs of the XtreemGCP service on a single node of testbed
A. We do not evalute scalability with the number of nodes of checkpointing protocols but we want
here to evaluate the local overhead costs related to the integration of existing checkpointer packages
in the layered XtreemGCP architecture.

For the micro benchmarks we use one job consisting of one job unit (with one process and one
thread) allocating one large memory block in the heap. The micro benchmarks are named JU 10,
JU 50, JU 100, JU 500 and JU 1000 where the block size is included in the micro benchmark name,
e.g. JU 10 is a job unit allocating 10 MB of RAM. Therewith, we vary the amount of state to be
handled by the checkpointers and of course we expect larger times for larger states.

We compare checkpoint and restart times for the above described micro benchmarks using
following checkpointer packages: BLCR, MTCP, and SSI integrated in XtreemGCP versus their
native usage. Figures 6 shows the average checkpointing times (including deviation) needed to
extract and save checkpoint images of JU 10, JU 50, JU 100, JU 500 and JU 1000.
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Figure 6. Checkpointing times: native and with XtreemGCP

As expected checkpointing times increase for larger job state sizes. Furthermore, the results show
that the XtreemGCP architecture introduces only a minimal overhead. For JU 1000 we observe
larger deviations that we expect to be caused by the file system and varying fragmentation of the
large file to be written (although the file system was not heavily fragmented).

Figure 7 shows the restart times (again with deviation) needed by native integrated checkpointer
packages to read checkpoint images and recreate job states of JU 10, JU 50, JU 100, JU 500 and
JU 1000.

As expected restart times also increase with a growing checkpoint image size. Furthermore,
XtreemGCP introduces only a minimal overhead for the restart. Again we see large deviations for
the largest job JU 1000 and for some runs with JU 500, too. We see these deviations in the same
light as explained above for the checkpointing operation.

Overall the overhead introduced by XtreemGCP both for checkpointing and restart is minimal
caused.
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Figure 7. Restart times: native and with XtreemGCP

6.3. Evaluation of distributed checkpointing in heterogeneous environments

This section evaluates checkpointing and restart times of XtreemGCP in distributed heterogeneous
environments. For the experiments we have used two setups each using 16 nodes of testbed A with
different checkpointers installed:

• 1. Setup (SSI-MAX): BLCR on one node, MTCP one one node, and seven SSI clusters (each
cluster consisting of two nodes) equipped with the SSI checkpointer.

• 2. Setup (SSI-MIN): BLCR on seven nodes, MTCP one seven nodes, and one SSI cluster (two
nodes) equipped with the SSI checkpointer.

Figure 8 shows checkpointing times for both setups for different job state sizes. Again we used
the micro benchmarks JU 10, JU 50, JU 100, JU 500 and JU 1000. It is important to note that
an SSI cluster executes only one job unit thus causing different overal checkpoint images sizes.
For example when running a test with JU 10 this will result in an overall checkpoint image size
of 1*10MB+1*10MB+7*10MB=90MB for CP-Setup 1 whereas the same experiment results in
7*10MB+7*10MB+1*10MB=150MB for CP-Setup 2.
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Figure 8. Checkpointing times for SSI-MAX and SSI-MIN

The measurement numbers show that distributed checkpointing in heterogeneous environments
is able to process large job states efficiently. CP-Setup 1 is faster for equal job state sizes because
more nodes equipped with SSI checkpointers are used which have outperformed BLCR and MTCP
checkpointers shown in Section 6.2.

Figure 9 shows restart times for both setups. Obviously, restart times are much slower than their
associated checkpointing operations. This is caused by our NFS configuration which allows writing
data asynchronously whereas reading must be performed using blocking operations. Furthermore,
during restart the bandwidth of the server disk (max. 300 MB/s on cache hits) is a limiting factor
and not the network bandwidth (switched Gigabit Ethernet).
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Figure 9. Restart times for SSI-MAX and SSI-MIN

6.4. Evaluation of the generic channel checkpointer

The measurements in this section have been executed on testbed B (a federated cluster with 129
nodes), to evaluate the scalability of the channel flushing component. In order to minimize side
effects we evaluate only channel flushing without using an underlying checkpointer package.
We have used a client/server communicaton topology where a server is executed on a node in
cluster A (44 nodes) sending messages with varying size and frequency to 128 clients residing
in clusters A, B (45 nodes) and C (40 nodes). From the server perspective we have 43 intra-cluster
connections (within cluster A) and 85 (45+40) inter-cluster connections. Each channel is handled
by a separate thread at server and client side. We are aware that it is unrealistic to use one thread
per communication channel when the server has to handle much more connections because of the
resource overhead. In that case it is better to use the select function to control many sockets with
one thread.

Figure 10 shows pre-checkpoint times of channel checkpointing and the post-checkpoint times
for a client (average over all clients). The experiment does not include connection shutdowns or
channel migrations.
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Figure 10. Pre-Checkpointing phase with open channels and
post-checkpointing phase without channel recreation

The pre-checkpoint phase for the server takes around 2 up to 2.5 seconds to flush all 128
communication channels. The times in this phase are dominated by control thread synchronization
and marker sending. The time for a client is much lower as it has to handle only its single connection
to the server waiting to receive the marker and buffer any in-transit messages received before. Per
application channel the server activates the dedicated control thread which communicates with the
distributed channel manager to synchronize both channel ends to prepare channel flushing.

The related post-checkpoint phase is much shorter. The server puts all control threads into sleep
state and resumes all application threads. Clients do the same but again only for one connection
whereas the server has to do this for 128 connections. Furthermore, each client consumes buffered
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in-transit messages after resuming. Restart times for communication channels have not been
evaluated but will be much higher because of the necessary connection setup. If sockets have been
closed during the pre-checkpoint phase, the post-checkpoint phase is more complex, especially if
socket descriptors are referencing a socket that is shared by multiple processes, see Section 5.3.2.

Overall the measurement numbers show that our generic channel flushing is efficient and scalable.

7. RELATED WORK

A lot of work has been done during the last three decades on developing fault-tolerance solutions.
The work on checkpointing can be classified into two categories: non-distributed and distributed
solutions. The most prominent examples for non-distributed checkpinters include BLCR [11],
Condor [42], libCkpt [43] and OpenVZ [37]. These approaches focus on a single node and either
save the local state of a process or encapsulate the processes within a container (e.g. OpenVZ)
and save the latter entirely. While most of the complexity of those solutions relies on the proper
extraction of local resources (e.g. process information, files, signals, message queues, shared
memory, etc.) and their recovery, additional challenges must be addressed in distributed scenarios.

In distributed systems where parts of an application can be distributed across nodes it is not
sufficient to solely rely on the individual checkpoints of the participating processes. In order to
ensure a consistent global checkpoint an appropriate checkpointing protocol is mandatory. As a
consequence many checkpointing protocols have been proposed in literature [44], [46], [45], etc.)
whereof only a smaller subset has been implemented (mainly for MPI frameworks). For example
LAM/MPI [17] provides coordinated checkpointing and MPICH-V more sophisticated independent
protocols with message logging [38]. More generic solutions like CoCheck [47] support coordinated
checkpointing only. CoCheck relies on the the Condor checkpointer.

To the best of our knowledge XtreemGCP is the first implementation being able to checkpoint
and restart distributed and parallel grid applications using hetereogenous checkpointer packages.
The CoreGRID grid checkpointing architecture (GCA) [13] proposes a similar architecture
like XtreemGCP aiming to integrate low-level checkpointers. However, the current GCA
implementation supports Virtual Machines (VMs), only, and does not support checkpointing
communication channels of distributed applications.

The Open Grid Forum GridCPR Working Group targets application-level checkpointing [29]. A
service architecture comparable to the XtreemGCP architecture was deduced with a generic API
partially included in SAGA. This work is hard to compare with our uniform checkpointer interface
since it is limited to application-level checkpointing. But we plan to synchronize our uniform
checkpointer interface with the one designed by OGF.

XtreemGCP callbacks and channel flushing mechanisms are inspired by previous work done by
LAM/MPI. The Open MPI Checkpoint/Restart framework [48] is very similar to XtreemGCP but
limited to the MPI context. DMTCP [7] is most close to the channel flushing approach proposed
in this paper. It is a distributed library checkpointer able to checkpoint and migrate communication
channels. They also use a marker message is flush in-transit messages but the latter will be sent
back to the original sender at checkpoint time and forth to the receiver at resume/restart. In contrast
we store in-transmit messages at the receiver side. Furthermore, DMTCP supports only one specific
checkpointer whereas our approach is designed for heterogeneous grid environments.

In [10] communication states are saved by modifying the kernel TCP protocol stack of the OS.
The approach is MPI specific, does not support shared sockets, and is designed for one checkpointer
(BLCR) and not for a heterogeneous setup.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the design and implementation of the XtreemGCP service used for
job migration and fault tolerance. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first demonstration
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of the design and implementation of a checkpointing service integrating heterogeneous checkpointer
packages using a uniform checkpointer interface.

We have discussed challenges and solutions related to the implementation of the uniform
checkpointer interface. This included the addressing of process groups and a generic callback
management. The latter is provided for programmer-assisted optimizations, for application-level
checkpointing and for system-related checkpointing tasks like the channel flushing of reliable
communication channels. The generic channel checkpointer is transparent for applications and
existing checkpointer packages. It also allows using single node checkpointers for distributed
applications without modifications because XtreemGCP takes care of checkpointing communication
channels.

Other grid-related issues, e.g. checkpoint file management, security, and resource conflicts have
been discussed, too.

The evaluation shows that the architecture has been successfully tested with heterogeneous setups
and is introducing only a minimal overhead both for checkpointing and restart. The measurements
for channel flushing show that the current implementation can handle dozens of connections
efficiently.

The current prototype supports checkpointing and restarting jobs using BCLR, LinuxSSI
checkpointers, MTCP, and OpenVZ. XtreemOS and XtreemGCP source code is provided as open
source.

Future work includes the implementation of adaptive checkpointing techniques (we have
implemented coordinated and independent checkpointing) and also the integration of virtual
machines and the native Linux kernel checkpointer.
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10. APPENDICES

10.1. Appendix 1: Example of a JSDL-file extension for checkpointer requirements

<?xml version= 1.0 encoding=UTF8?>
<JobCheckpointing>

<JobCheckpointerMatching>
<MultiThread>Yes</MultiThread>
<MultiProcess>Yes</MultiProcess>
<IPCshm>Yes</IPshm>
<IPCmsgqu>Yes</IPmsgqu>
<IPCsem>Yes</IPsem>
<Sockets>Yes</Sockets>
<Pipe>Yes</Pipe>

</JobCheckpointerMatching>
<Checkpointer>BLCR</Checkpointer>

<ProtocolManagement>
<Name>CoordinatedCheckpointing</Name>
<Parameter>1hour</Parameter>
<Parameter>Incremental</Parameter>

</ProtocolManagement>
</JobCheckpointing>

10.2. Appendix 2: UCI, checkpointer capability catalogue

struct capability_catalogue {
char *cp_name; /* name of checkpointer package */
char *cp_version; /* version */

/* supported cababilities = 1, otherwise = 0 */
BOOL multi_threading;
BOOL signal;
BOOL callbacks;
BOOL incremental_checkpointing;

BOOL regular_files;
BOOL pseudo_files;
BOOL memorymapped_files;
BOOL sockets;
BOOL pipes;
BOOL SYSV_IPC_semaphore;
BOOL SYSV_IPC_shared_memory;
BOOL SYSV_IPC_message_queue;

}

10.3. Appendix 3: UCI, process addressing

struct process_addr {
int process_group_type; /* PGID, SID, PROCESS_TREE, APPID */
int process_group_id;
int container_id;

int *process_list;
int process_list_size; /* number of entries in process_list */

}
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Remarks: APPID is a specific process addressing type for LinuxSSI. The process list is needed to
stop all processes and threads of a job unit which is not provided by all checkpointer packages.

10.4. Appendix 4: Job-unit checkpoint file

<Hardware>
<Memory>2 GB</Memory>
<CPUs>1</CPUs>
<Cores>1</Cores>

</Hardware>
<Operatingsystem>

<Name>Debian</Name>
<Version>Lenny</Version>
<Wordlength>64<Wordlength>

</Operatingsystem>
<Checkpointer_Package>

<Name>BLCR</Name>
<Version >0.8.2</Version>

</Checkpointer_Package>
<Image>

<Procgrp_cont_type>UNIXsession </Procgrp_cont_type>
<Procgrp_cont_id >1033</Procgrp_cont_id>
<VersionNumber>1</VersionNumber>

</Image>
<UsedResourceIDs>

<PID>8381</PID>
<SMEM_ID>47</SMEM_ID>

</UsedResourceIDs>

10.5. Appendix 5: Job checkpoint file

<Checkpoint>
<VersionNumber>0</VersionNumber>
<Job-Unit id="4711" ip="192.168.5.12" vn="0">
<Job-Unit id="4712" ip="192.168.5.13" vn="0">
<Job-Unit id="4713" ip="192.168.5.14" vn="0">

</Checkpoint>
<Checkpoint>
...
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